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A young Chinese woman's dream fully comes true— she gets
to graduate school in America, bursting with energy. To make
money, Saiyue cleans fish in a restaurant, cooks for her
landlady and does computer programming for a ChineseAmerican professor, with whom a mutual attraction develops.
She wants to become a permanent resident. How about
marrying the professor? But she already has a husband back
in China. Is it right to divorce him, because she knows he had
an old flame that just wouldn't burn out? Actually, Saiyue
desires more, like experiencing life to the fullest, enjoying all
the freedom Americans can offer, including the sexual. Yet,
as she grows in life with heightened intellectuality and
spirituality, she struggles with her conscience, and so dearly
misses her young son in China. What are her values? With
the traditional ones enfeebled by the Cultural Revolution and
Communist teachings discredited by China's opening to the
West, Saiyue, like many young Chinese of her generation,
had to find valueson her own. The author tells the story with
spellbinding and spicy details, juxtaposing the old and new
cultures— traditional Confucianism, Communist-Socialist
ethics, contemporary American mores and the women's
movement.
Saying that no generation of Americans has produced a finer
array of combat commanders than that of World War II, a
thirty-year army veteran examines combat leadership
throughout the war at every level of command in the U.S.
Army. The author argues that although Army chief of staff
George C. Marshall's organization and training policies were
indispensable, the ultimate victory was the result of spirited
leadership and the undaunted courage of those who served,
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from individual riflemen to the upper echelons of army
command. Rather than a history of battles and campaigns,
this book is an analysis of leadership in combat over three
continents and across two oceans. It looks at how soldiers
react in war - how sergeants, lieutenants, captains, and
generals direct soldiers in the most intense of all human
dramas. The first part focuses on the generals and takes a
thematic approach, examining such topics as restoring the
fighting spirit and analyzing the unique characteristics
required to command special units in combat. The second
part examines a special breed of junior leaders who fought
the German and Japanese armies on the front lines and
whose contributions merit attention. Like war correspondent
Ernie Pyle, Kingseed includes both the big and the little to
offer a balanced view of what makes a good combat leader.
A portrait of a forefront World War II admiral traces his pivotal
role in commanding all U.S. and Allied air, land and sea
forces in the Pacific after the attack on Pearl Harbor, in a
volume that offers insight into his contributions as a gifted
strategist. By the author of Blue & Gray in Black & White.
A rollicking guided tour of one extraordinary summer, when
some of the most pivotal and freakishly coincidental stories all
collided and changed the way we think about modern sports
The summer of 1984 was a watershed moment in the birth of
modern sports when the nation watched Michael Jordan grow
from college basketball player to professional athlete and
star. That summer also saw ESPN's rise to media dominance
as the country's premier sports network and the first modern,
commercialized, profitable Olympics. Magic Johnson and
Larry Bird's rivalry raged, Martina Navratilova and John
McEnroe reigned in tennis, and Hulk Hogan and Vince
McMahon made pro wrestling a business, while Donald
Trump pierced the national consciousness as a pro football
team owner. It was an awakening in the sports world, a
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moment when sports began to morph into the market-savvy,
sensationalized, moneyed, controversial, and wildly popular
arena we know today. In the tradition of Bill Bryson's One
Summer: America, 1927, L. Jon Wertheim captures these 90
seminal days against the backdrop of the nostalgia-soaked
1980s, to show that this was the year we collectively traded in
our ratty Converses for a pair of sleek, heavily branded,
ingeniously marketed Nikes. This was the year that sports
went big-time.
"Celebrated historian Winston Groom tells the story of three
remarkable men-of-arms who rose from the gruesome hell of
the First World War to become the finest generals of their
generation during World War II. George Marshall, George
Patton, and Douglas MacArthur redefined America's ideas of
military leadership and brought forth a new generation of
American soldier. Their efforts revealed to the world the grit
and determination that would become synonymous with
America in the post-war years. Virginian George Marshall led
his class at the Virginia Military Institute to become the
principal planner of the Battle of the Meuse-Argonne, the
greatest American operation, which ended the conflict.
Afterward, he rose to become the Army's Chief of Staff,
where he balanced the volatility of generals such as Patton
and MacArthur for the good of the country. Like Marshall,
George Patton, who is remembered as one of the most heroic
and controversial generals in American history, overcame
early academic difficulties to graduate at the top of his class
at West Point. He would build and command the Army's
burgeoning tank division, lead the successful invasion of
North Africa during World War II, a
The Marine Corps covered itself in glory in World War II with
victories over the Japanese in hard-fought battles such as
Guadalcanal, Tarawa, and Iwo Jima. While these battles are
well known, those who led the Marines into them have
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remained obscure until now. In Commanding the Pacific:
Marine Corps Generals in World War II, Stephen R. Taaffe
analyzes the fifteen high-level Marine generals who led the
Corps’ six combat divisions and two corps in the conflict. He
concludes that these leaders played an indispensable and
unheralded role in organizing, training, and leading their men
to victory. Taaffe insists there was nothing inevitable about
the Marine Corps’ success in World War II. The small prewar size of the Corps meant that its commandant had to draw
his combat leaders from a small pool of officers who often
lacked the education of their Army and Navy counterparts.
Indeed, there were fewer than one hundred Marine officers
with the necessary rank, background, character, and skills for
its high-level combat assignments. Moreover, the Army and
Navy froze the Marines out of high-level strategic decisions
and frequently impinged on Marine prerogatives. There were
no Marines in the Joint Chiefs of Staff or at the head of the
Pacific War’s geographic theaters, so the Marines usually
had little influence over the island targets selected for them.
In addition to bureaucratic obstacles, constricted geography
and vicious Japanese opposition limited opportunities for
Marine generals to earn the kind of renown that Army and
Navy commanders achieved elsewhere. In most of its battles
on small Pacific War islands, Marine generals had neither the
option nor inclination to engage in sophisticated tactics, but
they instead relied in direct frontal assaults that resulted in
heavy casualties. Such losses against targets of often
questionable strategic value sometimes called into question
the Marine Corps’ doctrine, mission, and the quality of its
combat generals. Despite these difficulties, Marine combat
commanders repeatedly overcame challenges and fulfilled
their missions. Their ability to do so does credit to the Corps
and demonstrates that these generals deserve more attention
from historians than they have so far received.
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Since the end of the Second World War, there has been a
subtle but undeniable tension between France and its two key
allies: Great Britain and the United States. Resentful of the
burgeoning status and influence of the English-speaking
world, and fearing the loss of colonial resources and global
standing, France has pursued a secret rivalry with her AngloSaxon competitors. This simmering tension has manifested in
flashes and flurries of conflict spanning continents and
decades. In a bid for power and glory, the French engaged in
counter-espionage against British spies in Madagascar,
assisted the Argentines during the Falklands War, fought a
proxy war with Britain in Nigeria in the 1960s and kindled the
tensions that eventually led to the Rwandan genocide. With
material from original archive sources and interviews with
diplomats and foreign policy experts, Power and Glory
reveals these 'secret wars' that the French have fought with
their rivals, and considers France's true motives in Libya and
the ongoing civil war in Syria. This extraordinary book tells the
story of the curious post-war enmity churning beneath a
superficial veneer of unity, and explores how it has shaped
relations between France, Britain and the United States in the
present day.

From the author of Fire and Fortitude, the continuation of
the US Army's epic crusade in the Pacific War, from the
battle of Saipan to the occupation of Japan John C.
McManus's award-winning Fire and Fortitude enthralled
readers with an unforgettable and authoritative account
of the US Army's evolution during the Pacific War, from
the devastation of Pearl Harbor to the bloody battle for
Makin Island in 1943. Now, in this second and final
volume, he follows the Army as they land on Saipan,
Guam, and Okinawa, climaxing with the American return
to the Philippines, one of the largest, most complex
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operations in American history and one that would
eventually account for one-third of all American
casualties in the Pacific-Asia theater. Brilliantly
researched and written, the narrative moves seamlessly
from the highest generals to the lowest foot soldiers and
in between, capturing the true essence of this horrible
conflict. It is a masterful history by one of our finest
historians of World War II.
This collection examines the exchange of Asian identities
taking place at the levels of both film production and film
reception amongst pan-Pacific cinemas. The authors
consider, on the one hand, texts that exhibit what Mette
Hjort refers to as, "marked transnationality," and on the
other, the polysemic nature of transnational film texts by
examining the release and reception of these films. The
topics explored in this collection include the innovation of
Hollywood generic formulas into 1950's and 1960's Hong
Kong and Japanese films; the examination of Thai and
Japanese raced and gendered identity in Asian and
American films; the reception of Hollywood films in
pre-1949 China and millennial Japan; the production and
performance of Asian adoptee identity and subjectivity;
the political implications and interpretations of migrating
Chinese female stars; and the production and reception
of pan-Pacific co-productions. .
A Finalist for the Gilder Lehrman Prize for Military History
at the New-York Historical Society The definitive account
of General Douglas MacArthur's rise during World War II,
from the author of the bestseller The Admirals. World
War II changed the course of history. Douglas MacArthur
changed the course of World War II. MACARTHUR AT
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WAR will go deeper into this transformative period of his
life than previous biographies, drilling into the military
strategy that Walter R. Borneman is so skilled at
conveying, and exploring how personality and ego
translate into military successes and failures. Architect of
stunning triumphs and inexplicable defeats, General
MacArthur is the most intriguing military leader of the
twentieth century. There was never any middle ground
with MacArthur. This in-depth study of the most critical
period of his career shows how MacArthur's influence
spread far beyond the war-torn Pacific.
Vols. 1- include Proceedings of the 27th- annual meeting
of the Pacific Coast Branch of the American Historical
Association.
Demonstrating that none of the various perspectives
under review has emerged as the clear winner in the
struggle for theoretical hegemony in security studies, this
book shows that eclectic perspectives, like democratic
realist institutionalism, can better explain peace and
security in the Asian Pacific. • An extensive bibliography
covers various theoretical perspectives in the field of
international relations/security studies and materials on
the Asian Pacific • Helpful indexes include specific
countries, security issues, and theoretical perspectives
"The Marine Corps covered itself in glory in World War
Two with victories over the Japanese at Guadalcanal,
Tarawa, Iwo Jima, and elsewhere. Despite its success,
the Corps' high-ranking combat commanders remain
virtually unknown to both historians and the general
public. Stephen R. Taaffe explains that marine division
and corps chiefs played a vital role in organizing,
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training, and leading their units in the American
counteroffensive across the Pacific. Marine combat
generals had to overcome both bureaucratic obstacles
and enemy opposition to fulfill their amphibious
missions"-Thayer Soule couldn't believe his orders. As a junior
officer with no military training or indoctrination and less
than ten weeks of active duty behind him, he had been
assigned to be photographic officer for the First Marine
Division. The Corps had never had a photographic
division before, much less a field photographic unit. But
Soule accepted the challenge, created the unit from
scratch, established policies for photography, and led his
men into combat. Soule and his unit produced films and
photos of training, combat action pictures, and later,
terrain studies and photographs for intelligence
purposes. Though he had never heard of a photo-litho
set, he was in charge of using it for map production,
which would prove vital to the division. Shooting the
Pacific War is based on Soule's detailed wartime
journals. Soule was in the unique position to interact with
men at all levels of the military, and he provides
intriguing closeups of generals, admirals, sergeants, and
privates -everyone he met and worked with along the
way. Though he witnessed the horror of war firsthand, he
also writes of the vitality and intense comradeship that
he and his fellow Marines experienced. Soule recounts
the heat of battle as well as the intense training before
and rebuilding after each campaign. He saw New
Zealand in the desperate days of 1942. His division was
rebuilt in Australia following Guadalcanal. After a stint
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back in Quantico training more combat photographers,
he went to Guam and then to the crucible of Iwo Jima. At
war's end he was serving as Photographic Officer, Fleet
Marine Force Pacific, at Pearl Harbor.

The year is 1793 and having suffered at the hands of
Tonga's evil King Tui'puloto for too long, the Island
Nations of the South Pacific are poised on the brink
of civil war. When two heroic young warriors, Sevesi
and Hiki, dare to challenge the King's absolute
power, they incur his wrath, and only narrowly
escape with their lives. The pair flee north, seeking
sanctuary with the rebel tribes of Ha'apai. But
instead of finding a safe haven, they are accused of
being spies... Meanwhile, as the British and French
continue their relentless quest to colonise the South
Pacific, one of their ships is hijacked and strays off
course, inadvertently dragging both Empires into the
greatest tribal war the Pacific has ever known. As
cultures collide, blood is shed, wrongs are righted
and unlikely friendships are forged. Yet again, the
British and French sorely underestimate the volatility
and strength of their foes and the question remains:
who will emerge as Lords of the Pacific? Lords of the
Pacific is an unforgettable tale of love, revenge and
war set in the one of the world's last great frontiers.
A fictional account of one of the bloodiest battles of
the Civil War, told from the perspectives of
participants on both sides, recreates the April 1862
surprise attack by Confederate forces on the Union
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Army at Shiloh.
Renowned for its accuracy, brevity, and readability,
this book has long been the gold standard of concise
histories of the Napoleonic Wars. Now in an updated
and revised edition, it is unique in its portrayal of one
of the world's great generals as a scrambler who
never had a plan, strategic or tactical, that did not
break down or change of necessity in the field.
Distinguished historian Owen Connelly argues that
Napoleon was the master of the broken play, so
confident of his ability to improvise, cover his own
mistakes, and capitalize on those of the enemy that
he repeatedly plunged his armies into uncertain,
seemingly desperate situations, only to emerge
victorious as he "blundered" to glory. Beginning with
a sketch of Napoleon's early life, the book
progresses to his command of artillery at Toulon and
the "whiff of grapeshot" in Paris that netted him
control of the Army of Italy, where his incredible
performance catapulted him to fame. The author
vividly traces Napoleon's campaigns as a general of
the French Revolution and emperor of the French,
knowledgeably analyzing each battle's successes
and failures. The author depicts Napoleon's "art of
war" as a system of engaging the enemy, waiting for
him to make a mistake, improvising a plan on the
spot-and winning. Far from detracting from
Bonaparte's reputation, his blunders rather made
him a great general, a "natural" who depended on
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his intuition and ability to read battlefields and his
enemy to win. Exploring this neglected aspect of
Napoleon's battlefield genius, Connelly at the same
time offers stirring and complete accounts of all the
Napoleonic campaigns.
How history's only five-star admirals triumphed in
World War II and made the United States the world's
dominant sea power. Only four men in American
history have been promoted to the five-star rank of
Admiral of the Fleet: William Leahy, Ernest King,
Chester Nimitz, and William Halsey. These four men
were the best and the brightest the navy produced,
and together they led the U.S. navy to victory in
World War II, establishing the United States as the
world's greatest fleet. In THE ADMIRALS, awardwinning historian Walter R. Borneman tells their
story in full detail for the first time. Drawing upon
journals, ship logs, and other primary sources, he
brings an incredible historical moment to life,
showing us how the four admirals revolutionized
naval warfare forever with submarines and aircraft
carriers, and how these men-who were both friends
and rivals-worked together to ensure that the Axis
fleets lay destroyed on the ocean floor at the end of
World War II.
WINNER OF THE GILDER LEHRMAN PRIZE FOR
MILITARY HISTORY An engrossing, epic history of
the US Army in the Pacific War, from the acclaimed
author of The Dead and Those About to Die “This
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eloquent and powerful narrative is military history
written the way it should be.”—James M. McPherson,
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian "Out here, mention is
seldom seen of the achievements of the Army
ground troops," wrote one officer in the fall of 1943,
"whereas the Marines are blown up to the skies."
Even today, the Marines are celebrated as the
victors of the Pacific, a reflection of a well-deserved
reputation for valor. Yet the majority of fighting and
dying in the war against Japan was done not by
Marines but by unsung Army soldiers. John C.
McManus, one of our most highly acclaimed
historians of World War II, takes readers from Pearl
Harbor—a rude awakening for a military woefully
unprepared for war—to Makin, a sliver of coral reef
where the Army was tested against the increasingly
desperate Japanese. In between were nearly two
years of punishing combat as the Army transformed,
at times unsteadily, from an undertrained garrison
force into an unstoppable juggernaut, and America
evolved from an inward-looking nation into a global
superpower. At the pinnacle of this richly told story
are the generals: Douglas MacArthur, a military
autocrat driven by his dysfunctional lust for fame and
power; Robert Eichelberger, perhaps the greatest
commander in the theater yet consigned to obscurity
by MacArthur's jealousy; "Vinegar Joe" Stillwell, a
prickly soldier miscast in a diplomat's role; and
Walter Krueger, a German-born officer who came to
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lead the largest American ground force in the Pacific.
Enriching the narrative are the voices of men
otherwise lost to history: the uncelebrated Army
grunts who endured stifling temperatures,
apocalyptic tropical storms, rampant malaria and
other diseases, as well as a fanatical enemy bent on
total destruction. This is an essential, ambitious
book, the first of three volumes, a compellingly
written and boldly revisionist account of a war that
reshaped the American military and the globe and
continues to resonate today. INCLUDES MAPS AND
PHOTOS
“Brilliant...an enormous work based on the most
meticulous research.”—LA Times Book Review The
battle at Guadalcanal—which began eight months to
the day after Pearl Harbor—marked the first American
offensive of World War II. It was a brutal six-month
campaign that cost the lives of some 7,000
Americans and over 30,000 Japanese. This volume,
ten years in the writing, recounts the full story of the
critical campaign for Guadalcanal and is based on
first-time translations of official Japanese Defense
Agency accounts and recently declassified U.S.
radio intelligence, Guadalcanal recreates the
battle—on land, at sea, and in the air—as never
before: it examines the feelings of both American
and Japanese soldiers, the strategies and conflicts
of their commanders, and the strengths and
weaknesses of various fighting units.
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Here are the characters and personalities of the
three great Union generals, explored with
intelligence and wit by one of our most distinguished
historians of the Civil War. Mr. Williams is interested
not only in military skills but in the temperament for
command and, most of all, in moral courage. Each of
these men, he writes, "represents a particular and
significant aspect of leadership, and together they
show a progression toward the final type of
leadership that had to be developed before the war
could be won. Most important, each one illustrates
dramatically the relation between character and
generalship." From McClellan's eighteenth-century
view of war as something like a game conducted by
experts on a strategic chessboard; to Sherman's
understanding of the violent implications of making
war against civilians; to the completeness of
character displayed by Grant, Mr. Williams's
absorbing investigation offers a fresh perspective on
a subject of enduring interest.
For eighteen days, in the dead of winter, George Rogers
Clark (1752-1818) and his troops marched through bonechilling nights to reach the fort. With a deft mix of guile and
violence, Clark led his men to triumph, without losing a single
one. Although historians have ranked him among the greatest
rebel commanders, Clark's name is all but forgotten today.
William R. Nester resurrects the story of Clark's triumphs and
his downfall in this, the first full biography of the man in more
than fifty years.
A detailed description of the three-month defense of Bataan,
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the siege of Corregidor, the soldier[alpha]s life in the crowded
intimacy of Malinta Tunnel, MacArthur[alpha]s evacuation,
and the surrender of 78,000 American and Allied troops.
A thrilling, multi-layered World War II adventure following two
men and an unforgettable woman, from Pearl Harbor through
the most dramatic air and sea battles of the war Marsh, Mick,
and Tommy were inseparable friends during their naval
academy years, each man desperately in love with the
beautiful, unattainable Glory Hawthorne. Graduation set them
on separate paths into the military, but they were all forever
changed during the Pearl Harbor attack on December 7,
1941. Glory, now Tommy's widow, is a tough Navy nurse still
grieving her loss while trying to save lives. Marsh, a surface
ship officer, finds himself in the thick of terrifying sea combat
from Guadalcanal through Midway to a climactic showdown at
Leyte Gulf. And Mick, a hotshot fighter pilot with a drinking
problem and a chip on his shoulder, seeks redemption after a
series of failures leaves him grounded. Filled with widescreen action, romance, and heroism tinged with the brutal
reality of war, Pacific Glory is a dynamic new direction for an
acclaimed thriller writer. One of Library Journal's Best
Historical Fiction Books of 2011
The New York Times bestselling prequel to the Pulitzer
Prize–winning classic The Killer Angels In this brilliantly
written epic novel, Jeff Shaara traces the lives, passions, and
careers of the great military leaders from the first gathering
clouds of the Civil War. Here is Thomas “Stonewall”
Jackson, a hopelessly by-the-book military instructor and
devout Christian who becomes the greatest commander of
the Civil War; Winfield Scott Hancock, a captain of
quartermasters who quickly establishes himself as one of the
finest leaders of the Union army; Joshua Chamberlain, who
gives up his promising academic career and goes on to
become one of the most heroic soldiers in American history;
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and Robert E. Lee, never believing until too late that a civil
war would ever truly come to pass. Profound in its insights
into the minds and hearts of those who fought in the war,
Gods and Generals creates a vivid portrait of the soldiers, the
battlefields, and the tumultuous times that forever shaped the
nation. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Jeff
Shaara's Blaze of Glory.
Douglas MacArthur is best remembered for his ability to
adapt, a quality that catalyzed his greatest accomplishments.
Adaptability has become an indispensable trait for military
leadership in an era of technological leaps that guarantee the
nature of war will radically change during the span of an
ordinary career. One of the first proponents of a new
dimension in warfare--the Air Force--MacArthur was also
unmatched historically for his management of peace during
the U.S. occupation of Japan. For generations to come,
MacArthur's legacy will yield profitable--and
entertaining--examples to Americans in and out of uniform.
When the United States military targets the island of Okinawa
as part of a plan to halt conflicts that are inflicting massive
casualties on both sides, B-29 pilot Paul Tibbets accepts a
mission with world-changing implications.
Masters and Commanders describes how four titanic figures
shaped the grand strategy of the West during the Second
World War. Each was exceptionally tough-willed and strong
minded, and each was certain that he knew best how to win
the war. Yet each knew that he had to win at least two of the
others over in order to get his strategy adopted. The book
traces the mutual suspicion and admiration, the rebuffs and
the charm, the often explosive disagreements and wary
reconciliations which resulted.

Chronicles the lives and careers of eight military leaders
who served during World War II, including Rommel,
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Zhukov, Yamamoto, Nimitz, Eisenhower, Von Manstein,
Montgomery, and MacArthur.
An ordinary sailor's eyewitness account of his
experiences during World War II describes events in the
Pacific, his reaction to the war, and the average
seaman's daily life. Reprint.
Uses documents from the Naval Historical Center to
reassess the war in the Pacific and reveal the long
history of conflict between Japanese imperialism and
American "manifest destiny"
“EMINENTLY PROVOCATIVE AND READABLE.”—THE
WALL STREET JOURNAL Sir Alistair Horne has been a
close observer of war and history for more than fifty
years and in this wise and masterly work, he revisits six
battles of the past century and examines the strategies,
leadership, preparation, and geopolitical goals of
aggressors and defenders to reveal the one trait that
links them all: hubris. In Greek tragedy, hubris is
excessive human pride that challenges the gods and
ultimately leads to total destruction of the offender. From
the 1905 Battle of Tsushima in the Russo-Japanese
War, to Hitler's 1941 bid to capture Moscow, to
MacArthur's disastrous advance in Korea, to the French
downfall at Dien Bien Phu, Horne shows how each of
these battles was won or lost due to excessive hubris on
one side or the other. In a sweeping narrative written
with his trademark erudition and wit, Horne provides a
meticulously detailed analysis of the ground maneuvers
employed by the opposing armies in each battle. He also
explores the strategic and psychological mindset of the
military leaders involved to demonstrate how devastating
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combinations of human ambition and arrogance led to
overreach. Making clear the danger of hubris in warfare,
his insights hold resonant lessons for civilian and military
leaders navigating today's complex global landscape. A
dramatic, colorful, stylishly-written history, Hubris is a
much-needed reflection on war from a master of his field.
Draws on eyewitness accounts and primary sources to
describe the first months of World War II in the Pacific,
after the U.S. Navy suffered the worst defeat in its history
at Pearl Harbor.
The sixth book in W.E.B. Griffin’s sweeping military epic
of the United States Army—the New York Times
bestselling Brotherhood of War series. “W.E.B. Griffin is
a storyteller in the grand tradition, probably the best man
around for describing the military community.
Brotherhood of War...is an American epic.”—Tom Clancy
They were the leaders, the men who made the decisions
that changed the outcome of battles...and the fate of
continents. From the awesome landing at Normandy to
the torturous campaigns of the South Pacific, from the
frozen hills of Korea to the devastated wastes of Dien
Bien Phu, they had earned their stars. Now they led
America's finest against her most relentless enemy deep
in the jungles of Southeast Asia. It was a new kind of
war, but the Generals led a new kind of army, ready for
battle—and for glory...
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